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Charges Appealed Against ATO

Alpha Tau Omega Infinity Fraternity, which the Interfraternity Council, the Student Senate, the Student Rights and Responsibilities Committee, and the Dean of Men found guilty.

The charge, that of violating the Students Rights and Responsibilities rules concerning personal abuses, was not appealed, according to ATO president Michael McIntyre.

McIntyre said the fraternity was appealing guilty charges of personal abuses committed to the university's Tri-Delta sorority, actions proven detrimental to the rushing of Tri-Delta sorority, actions detrimental to Greek unity and Greek spirit and actions prove to be against general IFC policy that such functions be in good taste.

A letter of complaint by Tri-Delta brought to the attention of IFC an incident which occurred during a pledge smoker. The incident involved an ATO pledge wearing a Tri-Delta jersey while another involved an ATO member allowed to hold a sign which IFC members felt was in poor taste.

The IFC Judicial Board convened October 13 to hear the case. Recommendations for the appeal will be placed on restrictive suspension for one week, during which time, the fraternity may hold functions and activities.

Recommendation was made by the Judicial Board that ATO should be banned from intramural activities, but this recommendation was deleted during a meeting of the President's Council, which approved the IFC's recommendations for the implementation of restrictions.

The recommendations were accepted by Dean Paul McQuilkin Monday, Oct. 23, who added that should the recommendations go into effect, more campus functions will be suspended. The beginning of fall quarter will remain pledges during the 10-week period. McIntyre said that such pledges would be unable to accept formal invitations to social and rush activities.

McIntyre was not sure if IFC would act upon the appeal, but said that it was possible they would meet again for a meeting Tuesday.

WFTU Broadcasting After Repairs Made

By Pete Reynolds

WFTU radio returned to the air 6 a.m. Wednesday after almost a full week of silence caused by a failure in the audio board. Station manager Bill Ivey said that a voluntary contribution from a staff member allowed WFTU personnel to make needed repairs and resume broadcasting.

The audio board is perhaps the single most important piece of equipment in a radio station, Ivey said. Its function is to mix various signals that are put into it in the proper ratio and send them to the transmitter. It also functions as the main control panel.

According to Ivey the troubles started October 24 when the main audio board was turned off. Hoping to stay on the air, the station switched to a secondary board in the main production room.

Unfortunately, the transmission and amplifiers in this board exploded. Since there was only one more audio board in the university and it had been used for a variety of activities, the station management felt they didn't have the right to use it. Thus, the station shut down.

Ivey said that the breakdowns were unfortunate because of the volume of intramural and varsity sports. Waterman said that, "contrary to popular opinion, the Broadcast Club helps out at the station but it does not run it."

The station broadcasts from 6 a.m. to midnight Mondays through Thursdays, Noon to 6 a.m. Saturday and Noon to 3 p.m., Sunday. There are no broadcasts during the October holiday.

The station broadcasts a variety of music, though the format is mostly rock with occasional middle-of-the-road and easy listening sounds. Waterman said news and editorials are mostly concerned with IFTU affairs, although if something affects another university or is deemed important it will be broadcast.

Many Favor Reinstating Pre-Registration

By James Reynolds

By the time this story is printed the decision as to whether or not to reinstate pre-registration has probably already been made.

Feelings concerning pre-registration are mixed. In the recent Student Government referendum, 93 per cent of students voted to have pre-registration as an advanced registration. However, a small proportion of students and a larger proportion of teachers are fervently opposed to it.

The decision to drop pre-registration was made at a Council of Deans meeting on June 7. Reasons included complaints by teachers and students that it took too long before registration. It was said too much of the teachers' time was taken up with registration, a drop in advising and registration duties.

Various teachers on campus were polled recently to determine their feelings concerning pre-registration and whether or not they would like to see it reinstated. In general, opinions were as follows. I think I would be in favor of reinstating it. I'm not that familiar with the problem, really. All the people I've talked to are in favor of reinstating it - all the students anyway - I haven't talked to any of the faculty.

Wallace Kirkland, accounting junior.

Whether I would like to see the pre-registration brought back would depend on the computer. Right now I pre-register, the computer breaks it. Registration for this quarter was the only time it has ever broken down during regular registration. I would rather just see regular registration, I think.

Scott Bennett, humanities, junior.

We would do better without the pre-registration. I find that not too many people are familiar with the pre-registration anyway. I think there may be a little more work with pre-registration, but not that much trouble because there aren't that many people needing to be advised. If you go to a university like here there are a lot of advisers per faculty member.

I think they will say it is a lot more work.

Dr. J. J. Brennan, professor of physics.

YES, I WOULD like to see it back. Otherwise there will just be too many people going at once.

Ed. Browning, psychology, senior.

We would do better without the pre-registration. I think it gives you some idea of what you are going to be doing the next quarter before the break between quarters.

Engert Named Director Of PI

By Mark Weinz

C. Barth Engert, 33, is the new director of Public Information. Dr. William Grady, executive assistant to the president, announced the selection of Engert yesterday because of his imagination, personal interest, and because he works well with students, faculty and administration.

GRADY EXPLAINED that the new director would mark the beginning of a change in the student relations side of the public information office. He added, "You're going to see a different type of information dissemination from this office than you have in the past."

Engert is director of Public Information is under the Office of the President. In his new capacity, Engert will be in charge of news releases and the distribution of information concerning the university.

Engert explained that the purpose of the office is to be "the kind of people that everyone would be the first to know things." "I think that is the job of the public information office," he added.

ENGERT SAID his main goal would be "to make a good thing better." He said that being director of public information, "I have been pleased" with the public information office with his association with it.

He complimented the public information office and Bill Reynolds, acting office chief, for displaying a sincere interest in informing the public of student functions on the university campus. Daum will remain in the office to head the new bureau department.

Engert has been with the university since it opened in 1968. He began as director of housing and student activities. He was promoted to the director of Public Information in 1970.

Nixon Signs VA Increase

Tuesday, Oct. 24, Mr. Nixon signed into law a bill authorizing an increase in pay for veterans going to school on the G.I. Bill, plus modifying the payment system. The regional office in Worthington, Ohio, will pay what they are due.

The regional office in Worthington, Ohio, will pay what they are due.

One of the major provisions of the bill is an increase in pre-board pay increase of approximately 25 per cent. The old amount was $25 per quarter, $205 with one dependent, $250 with two dependents and $285 for such additional dependent. The pay increase boosted these figures respectively to $220, $231, $280, and $288. These figures are retroactive, which means, for G.I. veterans, the increase will go back to September 19.
**Editorial:**

"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. That, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed. That, whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely effect to their Safety and Happiness. . . . these United Colonies are, and of right ought to be free and independent States. And for this purpose, a Congress, composed of Delegates from the several State, in their manifold and independent capacities, with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge our lives, our fortunes and our sacred honor.” July 7, 1776.

"It is a little thing to give the rebellion new impetus and to be necessary in the political world as storms in the physical. Unsuccessful rebellions are to be understood, generally establish the weaknesses on the rights of the people which have produced them. An observation of this truth should render honest republican governors so mild in their punishment of rebellions as not to discourage them too much. It is a medicine necessary for the sound health of government.” Thomas Jefferson, 1787.

The future is founded in, and can be disrupted. If you are happy with your surroundings they would not have put their lives, honor and safety in jeopardy. When we become totally satisfied with the way things are, we have stopped progressing. When anything stops moving and growing, it starts dying. We cannot, in this or any other country, expect all members of the society to be contented. It is not unprofitable to be liberal. Freely those who have strongly liberal views are the most active, are the real patriots, and are worried about the future of the country. An article which appeared in the National Gazette in 1787 explained the necessity of divergent viewpoints and opinions.

In EVERY political society, parties are unavoidable. A difference of opinion with respect to the foundation and source of power is inevitable. The great object should be to combat the evil by making one party a check on the other. The only solution of the problem presented can not be nor are views accommodated. If this is not the language or reason, it is that of republicanism . . .

"Real liberty, in politics, of making natural parties mutual checks on each other, to prevent the propinquitous interest of artificial parties existing. The idea of this letter is not to complain about unfair citations. It is to those who do feel they have been denied liberty, are given unfair hardships in appealing their cases.

We can readily see the importance in appearing before a court, magistrate, and of not being heard. However, in the case of a mere parking ticket, where the guidelines of whom to pay and whom not to are set up by the institution, going through the hassle of having to go down to the Orange County Court House, having your name put on a list and the participation, is very similar to the students of FU. I'm sure that most of those who even pay in the past would have protested. appealing tickets this way, along with the chances of winning their argument, and decided to go ahead and pay their one or two dollar fine.

Some might say that these people do not really believe in their democracy or they would fight all the way. In this case it would be completely a lack of belief, of faith, in old school decision and of the toothless nature of this fine and citation. In any case I see why a review board of students and faculty could not be used in such cases to ease the burden and time put on the county magistrate, and ease the burden and time put on the student himself in trying to appeal what he feels is an unfair citation. Whether he...

---

**Citation Appeal Difficulty Unfairness**

Editor: I would like to offer a brief suggestion to the college administration to inform students by the security police. The idea of this letter is not to complain about unfair citations. It is to those who do feel they have been denied liberty, are given unfair hardships in appealing their cases.

We can readily see the importance in appearing before a court, magistrate, and of not being heard. However, in the case of a mere parking ticket, where the guidelines of whom to pay and whom not to are set up by the institution, going through the hassle of having to go down to the Orange County Court House, having your name put on a list and the participation, is very similar to the students of FU. I'm sure that most of those who even pay in the past would have protested. appealing tickets this way, along with the chances of winning their argument, and decided to go ahead and pay their one or two dollar fine.

Some might say that these people do not really believe in their democracy or they would fight all the way. In this case it would be completely a lack of belief, of faith, in old school decision and of the toothless nature of this fine and citation. In any case I see why a review board of students and faculty could not be used in such cases to ease the burden and time put on the county magistrate, and ease the burden and time put on the student himself in trying to appeal what he feels is an unfair citation. Whether he...

---

**Bus Survey Needs Replies**

Dear Students:

Are you tired of driving your car to campus only to be unable to find a suitable parking spot? Are you tired of walking long distances from the parking lot to your class? Are you tired of making long and often unnecessary trips to the bookstore, cafeteria, and other locations? Are you tired of hitting bikes or begging rides from friends?

Then do yourself a favor and answer the questionnaire on page 11 of this week’s Future. In enough people display an interest, we will be able to begin offering bus service from the South Seminole and Winter Park areas to campus areas. You must answer the questionnaire, however, to demonstrate an interest in the project. In the past three weeks only five people have responded, and unless interest picks up we will have to abandon the project.

The questionnaire asks difficult questions, for instance, what time you leave for school and return home; your location, and your address. For those of you who still cannot find a campus . . .
New ‘No Park’ Signs Catch Violators

Snowbird Festival
To Begin Thursday

Dramatic readings and interpreters will highlight the second annual Snowbird Festival which will open to the public November 9-11 in the Engineering Auditorium.

Guest “teacher-critic-judge” will be Dr. Beverly Whitaker, of the University of Texas at Austin. Dr. Whitaker will not only serve as speaker and judge for several events but will also be doing a great deal of oral critiquing.

The festival will place emphasis on learning and gaining experience. The program will include awards for an overall interpretation of a solo reading, an outstanding interpretation of prose-poetry and a theatre presentation by a theme.

Michelle McBurney. The presentation will include 15-20 minutes of any type of literature. Judging will determine if the introduction of material and transitions are valuable and effective, if material is well handled, if the voice is effective, if there’s a creative presentation and the overall effectiveness.

Heidi Affeibach and Sara Dapin, director of the Development Center as the interim lot raised up higher and two more signs added. Those persons already cited can appeal by going down to the Orange County Magistrate’s Court and risking a possible $15 or more instead of $1 or $2; or they can pay their fine at the Security Office and forget it.

Heidi Affeibach and Kathy Driscoll will do the interpreting of prose-poetry and Theatre presentation will be done by Kathy Driscoll.

The selections will consist of a new temporary lot that opened today and Monday on the Village Center Patio.

Gracey Takes Post
As Placement Head

James W. Gracey has accepted the formal offer made by Vice President of Student Affairs W. Rex Brown for the position of Director of Placement.

Gracey, assistant to the director of personnel, made his formal written acceptance October 18. The appointment will become effective November 17.

Gracey was nominated by a screening committee of faculty, staff and students.

He will be responsible for planning, organizing and developing the job placement program.

The position has been filled on a temporary basis by Director of Placement, Assistant Dean of the General Classroom Building, according to John Smith, security superintendent.

The lot was opened at the beginning of this quarter and at that time the “Do Not Park Beyond This Point” signs were located around the corners of the parking lot.

Last Thursday saw the four signs in the new temporary lot raised up higher and two more signs added. Those persons already cited can appeal by going down to the Orange County Magistrate’s Court and risking a possible $15 or more instead of $1 or $2; or they can pay their fine at the Security Office and forget it.

The HIGHLIGHT of American Education Week on the FTU campus last week was the appearance of several candidates for the Orange County School board.
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Gracey, who has worked in the personnel office since 1969, considers his new position “very related to his present job.”
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Standing Ovation
Greets ‘Charlie’
By Mike Crisler and Beth Weinstein

“You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown” opened Thursday, Oct. 26, to welcome recital that included a standing ovation. The play, performed by FTU students, was directed by Dr. Kenneth Lawson and based on the comic strip “Peanuts” by Charles M. Schulz.

Linus, his friend, is played by Charlie O’Neal, who makes his stage debut in the part. He battles his sister Lucy (Luann Lynn) for his blanket, portrayed by Michael Johnstone, who contributes, and during his song “My Blanket And Me,” most of the audience had trouble containing themselves at O’Neill’s skit.

Charlie Brown, of whom Linus contributed, “he has nice hands,” is Steve Wightman, who gares at the little red-haired girl and promptly bags his head in his lunch sack. He luges a letter to his pen pal explaining the game of baseball with poke-a-see’s manager and pitcher of his non-winning team. And Wightman gives thoughtful delivery to his early lines, “I wonder what she would do if I went over and asked her if I could sit and have lunch with her. She’d probably laugh right in my face. It’s hard on a face when it gets laughed at.”

“My Aunt Marion was right,” Lucy said, “never try to discuss marriage with a musician.” Schroeder, the musician and Beethoven enthusiast, dynamically is played by Michael Beason, the manager and writer of the comic strip “Peanuts.”

Miss Lynn, as Lucy, is superiorly superior.” My Blanket And Me,” he said later, “is such a delightful time for a hungry beagle, portrayed by Michael Johnson, who unfortunately needs to be stuck with someone.” It has been said nationwide that “Charlie Brown” is only a “nice” show when Snoopy is “good,” but in order for the rest of the cast to become living children of Schulz’s comic strip, the show must have an outstanding Snoopy.

Congratulations.

“You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown” runs tonight and tomorrow at the VC Assembly Room at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are free and available to all FTU persons at the VC Main Desk.

Campus Glances

AMENDMENT
A state constitutional amendment which would give the state the power to use capital outlay bonds for secondary school and community college buildings will appear on the ballot in next Tuesday’s election.

If approved, the amendment would authorize the issuance of additional bonds, backed by current revenue from the sale of auto tags, for the construction and improvement of public schools.

Eaton Harrison has been at work writing the amendment. It is a three-year-old concept that has been explored by several local officials, including Mayor William Rawls and former FTU student representative John Harrison.

To the body who stole my fountain pen from the 1st floor I carry bathroom (men’s), I worked 3 years in a soft make in Greenland so I could buy that pen. Please drop it by the Future office before April 3, 1989.

help wanted
WAITERS-WAITRESSES-BUS-BOYS-BUSGIRLS! Prefer over 21 years old, apply at This Poor Country Club, 277-5521, part-time.
LABORERS-DRIVERS, WAREHOUSE WORKERS! Immediate temporary jobs, Daily Cash Bonuses. Open 6 a.m.
OLSTEN, 1216 N. Mills 843-1161.

for sale
1967 Chevy Van, radio, 6-cylinder, assume pmls. Phone 843-7909.

FTU student chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) is actively seeking new members who are majoring in either technical or non-technical fields, the club’s public relations director, Charles Malphrus, has announced.
The offices of the computer club believes all students can benefit from the club’s activities, since most FTU students will work in careers which involve computers directly or indirectly.

ACM arranges for informed and articulate speakers to visit FTU to discuss the scope of computers in business, industry and government. Also, tours are made to local computer installations.

Membership information is posted on the first floor bulletin board of the Computer Center.

Should you vote for a man who voted against assisting students in financing their educations?

Don’t get ripped-off any longer....

sEYMOUR BENSON
State Representative

politiCal adVeRTised by C. ESBESEN, campaign treasurer
The Village Center will present the "Film Festival of the Thirties," Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Nov. 9 through 11, in the Assembly Room. The program is an attempt to present some of the best examples of the 1930's cinema technique, including comedies, extravaganzas and Westerns.

Three showings will be presented each evening. The first movie of the evening will be shown at 7 p.m., the second movie at 8:30, and then the first movie will be reshown.

Opening the festival Thursday will be Busby Berkeley's "42nd Street" and the Marx Brothers' "Horsefeathers." "42nd Street" with John Ford's classic western was the beginning of the Berkeley "Stagecoach," and a comedy, legend which abounded with preposterous sets, gorgeous girls and revolving platforms beguiled with more gorgeous girls. "Horsefeathers" takes place on a college campus where the Marx brothers unleash their slapstick humor.

The second entry of the festival, Friday, Nov. 10, "All Quiet on the Western Front," is one of the first-entirely sound features, and it won Academy Awards for best picture and best director. It is coupled with "The Informer," the picture which projected John Ford into the foreground of American directors.

"Stagecoach," is the story of nine strangers and a journey to New Mexico, and "Bringing Up Baby," starring Katherine Hepburn and Cary Grant. "Stagecoach" is the story of nine strangers and a journey to New Mexico, and "Bringing Up Baby," starring Katherine Hepburn and Cary Grant, are available at the Village Center Thursday and Friday at 8:30, and then the first movie will be reshown.

The festival will close Saturday, Nov. 10, "All Quiet on the Western Front," is one of the first-entirely sound features, and it won Academy Awards for best picture and best director. It is coupled with "The Informer," the picture which projected John Ford into the foreground of American directors.

The Village Center will present legend which abounded with preposterous sets, gorgeous girls and revolving platforms beguiled with more gorgeous girls. "Horsefeathers" takes place on a college campus where the Marx brothers unleash their slapstick humor.

The second entry of the festival, Friday, Nov. 10, "All Quiet on the Western Front," is one of the first-entirely sound features, and it won Academy Awards for best picture and best director. It is coupled with "The Informer," the picture which projected John Ford into the foreground of American directors.

"Stagecoach," is the story of nine strangers and a journey to New Mexico, and "Bringing Up Baby," starring Katherine Hepburn and Cary Grant. "Stagecoach" is the story of nine strangers and a journey to New Mexico, and "Bringing Up Baby," starring Katherine Hepburn and Cary Grant, are available at the Village Center Thursday and Friday at 8:30, and then the first movie will be reshown.
Jazz-Blues Fusion Erupts

By Mike Cristes

John Mayall brought his fusion of jazz and blues to the Orlando Sports Stadium last Friday night. The contemporary blues musician from England headed a program that included New Days Ahead, Delbert and Glen, and Poco.

The audience was a mixture of dedicated Mayallians, rock concert-goers and people looking for a good time. It was a learning experience for many of Orlando's young people who rarely hear brilliant musicians like trumpeter Blue Mitchell and guitarist Freddie Robinson. Mayall is influential in bringing young people into the blues.

New Days Ahead is Orlando's first musically talented expression in high volume rock, a field dominated locally by noise groups. They recently played behind one of the state's top three bands. They recently headlined a few shows in New York with an impressive success that was released on a record. The group includes guitarist Jim Peters, who was unaccustomed to playing saxophone, bass guitar and flute.

Delbert and Glen, a group with Texas blues roots, formed some years ago. They recently headlined a few shows in New York with an impressive success that was released on a record. The group includes guitarist Jim Peters, who was unaccustomed to playing saxophone, bass guitar and flute.

The group was a mixture of dedicated Mayallians, rock concert-goers and people looking for a good time. It was a learning experience for many of Orlando's young people who rarely hear brilliant musicians like trumpeter Blue Mitchell and guitarist Freddie Robinson. Mayall is influential in bringing young people into the blues.
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John Mayall brought his fusion of jazz and blues to the Orlando Sports Stadium last Friday night. The contemporary blues musician from England headed a program that included New Days Ahead, Delbert and Glen, and Poco.

The audience was a mixture of dedicated Mayallians, rock concert-goers and people looking for a good time. It was a learning experience for many of Orlando's young people who rarely hear brilliant musicians like trumpeter Blue Mitchell and guitarist Freddie Robinson. Mayall is influential in bringing young people into the blues.

New Days Ahead is Orlando's first musically talented expression in high volume rock, a field dominated locally by noise groups. They recently played behind one of the state's top three bands. They recently headlined a few shows in New York with an impressive success that was released on a record. The group includes guitarist Jim Peters, who was unaccustomed to playing saxophone, bass guitar and flute.

Delbert and Glen, a group with Texas blues roots, formed some years ago. They recently headlined a few shows in New York with an impressive success that was released on a record. The group includes guitarist Jim Peters, who was unaccustomed to playing saxophone, bass guitar and flute.

\[ \text{\textbf{AN OVERFLOWING tide of humanity flooded the} } \]

\[ \text{\textbf{Sports Stadium, offers an friendly and warm and a real rip-off for a dollar a} } \]

\[ \text{\textbf{Count Your Money.}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{Sports Stadium, offers an friendly and warm and a real rip-off for a dollar a} } \]

\[ \text{\textbf{Count Your Money.}} \]


**Weekly Activity Calendar**

**SUNDAY, NOV. 4**

**SOCCER:**
- FTU vs. Jacksonville Univ., 7 p.m., FTU Field.

**GOLF:**
- FTU vs. Embry-Riddle, Daytona.

**ARCHERY:**
- FTU vs. Stetson, all day, Deland.

**CHARLIE BROWN:**
- Musical, 8:30 p.m., VC Assembly Room.

**SATURDAY, NOV. 5**

**ZETA TAU ALPHA:**
- Meeting, 6 p.m., VC 311.

**KAPPA SIGMA:**
- Meeting, 7:30 p.m., VC 214.

**TRI-DELTA:**
- Meeting, 5 p.m., VC 214.

**TYES:**
- Meeting, 6 p.m., LR 211.

**PI KAPPA ALPHA:**
- Meeting, 6 p.m., EN 121.

**LAMBDA CHI ALPHA:**
- Meeting, 6:30 p.m., Assembly Room.

**YOGA CLUB:**
- Meeting, 7 p.m., CB 119.

**MONDAY, NOV. 6**

**CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST:**
- Meeting, 2 p.m., VC Patio.

**ICTHUS:**
- Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 110.

**BLACK STUDENT UNION:**
- Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 234.

**ALPHA TAU OMEGA:**
- Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 310.

**KARATE CLUB:**
- Meeting, 12:15 p.m., Assembly Room C.

**SOCCER:**
- FTU vs. St. Leo, 3:30 p.m., FTU Field.

**ALPHA CHI OMEGA:**
- Meeting, 6 p.m., VC 214.

**WEDNESDAY, NOV. 8**

**ALPHA CHI OMEGA:**
- Meeting, 5 p.m., VC 214.

**TAU KAPPA EPSILON:**
- Executive Board Meeting, 5:30 p.m., VC 200.

**CHESS CLUB:**
- Meeting, 6:30 p.m., VC Card Room.

**LAMBDA CHI ALPHA:**
- Meeting, 6:30 p.m., LR 233.

**DELTA TAU DELTA:**
- Meeting, 7 p.m., VC 200.

**TKE:**
- Meeting, 7 p.m., LR 211.

**TAU EPSILON PHI:**
- Meeting, 7:30 p.m., EN 418.

**THURSDAY, NOV. 9**

**YOUNG DEMOCRATS:**
- Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 211.

**YOUNG REPUBLICANS:**
- Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 222.

**BLACK STUDENT UNION:**
- Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 245.

**SOCIOLOGY CLUB:**
- Meeting, 11 a.m., CB 104.

**CIRCLE K:**
- Meeting, 11 a.m., VC 214.

**MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY SOCIETY:**
- Luncheon, 11 a.m., VC Dining Room.

**KARATE CLUB:**
- Meeting, 11:30 p.m., Assembly Room C.

**TRI-DELTA:**
- Meeting, 2 p.m., VC 124.

**NAVIGATORS:**
- Meeting, 7 p.m., VC 214.

**BALLETS**
- Collegiate Civitans will make sample ballots available on campus Monday, the day before national elections, in front of the Village Center snack bar.

---

**VETERANS**

ELECT THE MAN WHO HAS CONSISTENTLY SUPPORTED A GI BILL BENEFITS INCREASE!

McGovern - Shriver 72
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---

**REAL ESTATE as a career**

If you haven’t thought about it, we’d like to give you some insights.

1. **AGE IS NO FACTOR.** The average age in the Olson organization is 29.

2. **INCOME HAS NO LIMIT AND BEGINS IMMEDIATELY.** All Olson first-year men and women have earned $15,000 minimum.

3. **OPPENINGS ARE AVAILABLE.** Expansion at Olson & Associates has never slowed. This multi-office firm has a planned expansion rate, creating openings daily.

4. **NO EXPERIENCE OR FORMAL TRAINING NECESSARY.** The ability to get along with people is the only requirement. In fact, people without real estate experience are preferred.

5. **OLSON SPECIALIZES IN BEACH REAL ESTATE.** Working conditions are the finest. The customers are usually more affluent, and a higher majority of sales are made for cash.

Take a few minutes and hear the full story of real estate as a profession.

Ed. note: Please fill in dates, time and location from accompanying letter — 10 p. Ornitho all caps preferred but not mandatory.

If you can’t make the meeting, a brochure can be obtained by writing:

Olson & Associates

16401 Gulf Blvd., Redington Beach, Fl. 33708

---

**ARTS AND CRAFTS FAIR**

Crafts display, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., North Courtyard, VC.
HATRED, REPRESSION DOMINATE

By Mary Anne Jackson

She's a strong woman. She's dominating, yet she all hate her.

She is Bernarda Alba, the proud, stuff Spanish matron who rules her five daughters and her mother with an iron hand and a wooden cane.

She is the focal point of Frederico Garcia Lorca's, "The House of Bernarda Alba," which will be presented by the theatre department November 16, 17 and 18 in the Science Auditorium.

This tense, tightly constructed modern tragedy is demanding of its nine main actresses an outpouring of dramatic energy and emotion almost unequalled in their previous experiences, as some of them have stated.

Cheryl Caroncino, the senior majoring in communication who plays Bernarda, was somewhat at a loss for words to describe her reaction to the play and to her character. She said she admires Bernarda for her strength and for her ability to be constantly in control, but it is this very trait that makes Bernarda to the realization that her family is falling apart.

Cheryl said she believes Bernarda is dominating not because she loves her daughters, but because she considers them as threats to her propriety. Bernarda, a steely, rigid character, will be portrayed by Cheryl Caroncino, the senior majoring in communication who plays Bernarda, was somewhat at a loss for words to describe her reaction to the play and to her character. She said she admires Bernarda for her strength and for her ability to be constantly in control, but it is this very trait that makes Bernarda to the realization that her family is falling apart.

CHERYL CARONCINO

Bernarda Alba

Cheryl diffusely and formally in order to add to the extreme tension of the production, this is the most mature play I have ever been in," said Patti Hagen, the freshman theatre major who plays the role of Angustias, the oldest daughter. The audience will have to concentrate on the play, Patti added, in order to grasp fully the tense subtlety of the characters' lines.

FAPTI SAID THAT Angustias, being the daughter who inherits the family money, is hated by her sisters, and consequently feel both rejected and defensive. Angustias is torn between despairing acceptance from her sisters and refusing to allow herself to be accepted, Patti added.

"Angustias reminds me of someone helplessly lost, someone who does not own her own soul," Patti said. Angustias also simultaneously hates and admires her mother, thus creating another internal conflict for the girl.

If she ever met anyone like Bernarda, Patti said she probably would verbally attack her, and there would be "a real challenge" to try to break her. "I admire her strength but hate her brutality."

Sophomore psychology major Linda Willet, who portrays Magdalena, also found in "Bernarda Alba" experiences differing from any of her previous roles. "I've never done a play where the whole thing was just emotions," Linda remarked.

The character of Magdalena is "the only one of the daughters who loved her father," who just died. Because of the sudden loss of her father and the severe length of the mourning period imposed by her mother, Magdalena is slightly more bitter, more caustic.

MAGDALENA

SOMEWHAT IN CONTRAST to the other sisters is Amelia, played by Susan Chastain, a sophomore majoring in humanities and Spanish. "Amelia's the sweet one, the go-between. I think she honestly cares about the others," Susan said.

Amelia is fearful and respectful of her mother, and "if she hates anyone, it's her mother, because Bernarda is very hard," Linda added.

"I think Amelia may be a little dense because she doesn't get all the barbs the other sisters are throwing around, but her demesne may be a protective device."

Susan said she thinks Bernarda is "really sick" because she is so dependent upon appearances and so filled with bitterness.

CONNIE EVANS, the senior communication major who portrays Martinico, said that "Bernarda Alba" is the "lightest" play in which she has performed, in that the relations between the characters and their lines are very full. Connie plays the most neurotic of the sisters, the "we-enarmed" Martinico, who both desires and is repelled by men.

She has been suppressed all her life by Bernarda, whom she deeply resents, and has always viewed herself as ugly and undesirable. Her jealousy of her youngest sister Adela precipitates the final tragic scene of the play.

THE HOUSE OF BERNARDA ALBA

by Frederico Garcia Lorca

November 16, 17, 18

Science Auditorium

NORA FUSSELL (Adela)

Bernarda Alba

charges that her mother, Magdalena, who is the only one of the daughters who loved her father, is "the only one of the daughters who loved her father,

who just died. Because of the sudden loss of her father and the severe length of the mourning period imposed by her mother, Magdalena is slightly more bitter, more caustic.

Magdalena is "the only one of the daughters who loved her father," who just died. Because of the sudden loss of her father and the severe length of the mourning period imposed by her mother, Magdalena is slightly more bitter, more caustic.

Magdalena is "the only one of the daughters who loved her father," who just died. Because of the sudden loss of her father and the severe length of the mourning period imposed by her mother, Magdalena is slightly more bitter, more caustic.
Characters In Lorca Play

Bernarda Alba

Martirio is the activisit of the play, Nancy said. "She was the first to see the woman. She was the first to see the person." The SISTER Martirio would most likely resemble if she had the courage..."Adela, who is played by freshman theatre major Nora Fussell. LA PONCIA feels some care and responsibility for the family, but is also selfish in her care, Denise said. "The other characters, La Ponia, likes Bernarda and dislikes her own role in the family life. She accepts the class differentiation but resists Bernarda's superior attitude toward everyone.

The maid provides a miniature study of the relationship between Bernarda and La Ponia, since the maid is to La Ponia as La Ponia is to Bernarda, Lynda stated. The maid knows everything that is happening, but cannot express it. She herself is insignificant because of her position, but the maid's importance to the play is that she enables La Ponia to vent her feelings and to reveal the opening action in the first scene. Lynda said the maid despises Bernarda, but still wants her approval and wants to be associated with La Ponia, not because she likes her, but because of La Ponia's status in the household.

LYNDA ADDED that she finds her role difficult because she has to "find something to connect myself to, since the maid is not a major part. I have to keep involved with the rest of the play, and while I'm backstage I can just feel the tension building. It's a constrained play that I can almost feel the actresses struggling to be controlled."

Lynda said she finds Bernarda a fascinating woman, and "I actually know people like that; she's very much a real person. She's concerned with 'what will the neighbors say?' and doesn't care 'what goes on in people's hearts."

Mary Anna Jackson

OLDERSISTER Martirio (Connie Evans, left) and Adela (Nora Fussell) argue over their passion for their oldest sister's fiance. Martirio's jealousy becomes visibly apparent as she threatens to expose Adela.

THE MAID, (Lynda Davis, far left) enters upon a tense scene among the daughters to announce that Popo de Romano has just passed. Sisters trying to stush an outburst by Adela (Nora Fussell, center) are, left to right, Amelia (Susan Chastain), Magdalena (Linda Wiltse) and Martirio (Connie Evans).
Letters
(Continued from Page 2)

is right or wrong, he has the privilege of a fair and speedy appeal, should he wish one.

William Lee Hedgeen
False Idea Given Of Free Press

Editor: This letter is for those who are under the false impression you gave them about the competitive freedom of the Future. Upon reading articles and editorials in one of your first editions this quarter, I was led to believe (as everyone else was) that our paper was as free or freer than other papers, i.e., the Alligator.

We were told that the BOR (Board of Regents) was more objective than the politically inclined edition of the ‘Gator, but the real danger of censorship (as you well know) lies not in the BOR, but in the printer’s office. I accidentally found out that when PTU went looking for printers they picked (you guessed it) the love bid. It was a good deal except for one thing. The printer is a very religious man, a minister. He has final say on what goes in the paper. He will and has eliminated material he finds objectionable – which would be fine if this were a religiously oriented newspaper.

I accidentally found out that when PTU went looking for printers they picked (you guessed it) the love bid. It was a good deal except for one thing. The printer is a very religious man, a minister. He has final say on what goes in the paper. He will and has eliminated material he finds objectionable – which would be fine if this were a religiously oriented newspaper.

This is just another one of those victories of economics over ethics, and maybe as long as PTU is run like this there is nothing that can be done. But at least the next time someone talks about the freedom of the Future to say what they of prior restraint on behalf of the . . . (we) want to say, ‘‘we’ll all get a good laugh.

Signed Son of a . . . .

EDITOR'S NOTE:
Daniel’s Printer has never refused to print anything.

Ye Ole Future HURRIDSCOPE
By John The Good, Resident Seer

For Friday, before elections.

IF YOU WERE BORN:
We all were, so it’s nothing to guilt over. Seek in your gut. You might trip over it.

Did you know that the gap between your two front teeth is getting bigger?

AQUARIUS: Do not overestimate your abilities. Something that you used to think you could do will not be within your limited scope this week. Like driving and sex. Good luck.

PIECES: See Scorpio.

ARIES: You are likely to have a good job offer this week. Just be with a fly-by-night company. The house will be hot. The pay will hardly be livable. The conditions will be deplorable, and there will be no retirement or vacation plans. You should take the job. You will need one by the end of the quarter anyway, and nobody hires jerks who flunk out of college.

TAURUS: Did you know that you are losing your hair from the back? What you will have to do is grow it long in the front and comb it back. Won’t that be novel?

TONIGHT AND TOMORROW NIGHT:
5:30 Multi-Purpose Room
GEORGE ORWELL CLASSICS
ANIMAL FARM
A CARTOON FABLE
“ALL ANIMALS ARE EQUAL, BUT SOME ANIMALS ARE MORE EQUAL THAN OTHERS.”
STARTING NEXT THURSDAY – FILM FESTIVAL OF THE THIRTEEN:
November 9 – “42nd Street” and “Horse Feathers”
November 10 – “All Quiet On The Western Front”
November 11 – “The Informer” and “Stagecoach”
7:00 pm – VC ASSEMBLY ROOM

HONOR, BRIGHT!
Boy + Girl = Engagement Ring = Happiness.
That’s a fundamental proposition. Especially if you let us advise and help you in choosing the ring. We’re members of the American Gem Society – your assurance that in our wide selection you will discover fine diamonds, scientifically priced. We respect your budget problems, too. Come in and see us.

Swarstaeid Jewelers
CNA Building
355 S. Orange Ave.
Free In-building Parking
Bank American & Master Charge Welcome

McGovern Shriver
72
dr. pol. ad/FTU young doctors

Lowell Dodge
CONSUMER AWARENESS WEEK
Head of RALPH NADER’S CAR SAFETY DIVISION speaks on THE CONSUMER MOVEMENT
11 am – VC PATIO – THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16

McGovern
KENNETH I. GRUSHKA & ASSOCIATES
THE STATE LIFE INSURANCE CO.
3191 McGuire
Orlando, Florida 32810
Phone 894-0711

Capricorn:
Neglect. Who cares, anyway? Only freshmen read this far.
ATTENTION COMMUTERS

Student Government is considering offering bus service to the F.T.U. campus from the South Seminole and Winter Park area.

To aid us in arranging details, please answer the following questions and return to S.G. — V.C. room 205 or drop this form in intercampus mail.

1. What is your address? 

2. Departure time for FTU? 
   Departure time from FTU? 

3. Preference of pick-up point.
   1.
   2.

4. Would you prefer to pay a flat weekly rate?
   Yes
   No
   How much?

5. Would you prefer a rate-per-mile?
   Yes
   No
   How much?

6. What days would you be riding?
Spirits and sprits and a ferocious lion arrived at the Village Center cafeteria. Halloween-on-day, bringing prizes, a free dinner, and a fountain of orange "witches' brew". The witches' brew overflowed into cups held by students and staff, most of whom were surprised by the celebration.

"It's something to break up the monotony," said Bill Bryant, director of food services, as he nodded a greeting to the cafeteria lion-in-residence. Adding that this was the first of celebrations in the cafeteria, Bryant continued, "It's the only nationally recognized holiday we are going to celebrate." He mentioned such days like the Hallowe'en party, as "party days." The Hallowe'en party in the cafeteria awarded free deserts to diners who found trinkets in their cupcakes, and free dinners were given to persons who guessed that the Mystery Guest Lion was really Larry Matthews, assistant for Student Development.

"It was really hot in there," Matthews said of his costume. "I really think he head was for a bear... But it was a lot of fun. I got to tickle people on the neck with my tail, and I shook hands with the assistant vice president for student affairs, and he didn't recognize me."

Matthews said he hoped the university would present more events like the Hallowe'en party, adding that it revealed the university's "human side."
A CROWD OF about 70 runners take off in the cross country meet which was won by ATO's Tom Hobbs. The race started back in the woods on the trial behind the Science Auditorium and wound 1.55 miles around the campus ending between the ATO and the Multi-Purpose Room. (Photo by Pete Wilsor)

Hobbs Wins Cross Country

By Fred Cay

"I was really surprised Phelps didn't pull away at the end," commented Hobbs after the race. "Actually I think he went out fast at the beginning and didn't have enough for the finish. He was about 50 yards ahead of me at the half-mile mark."

"I followed Dr. Kennedy for about the first mile. I knew he'd be near the front at the end so I let him set the pace," added the 24-year-old graduate student.

For Hobbs, who ran fourth in the overall meet, it was a case of the actual cross-country course only twice during that time.

In addition, Hobbs led the ATO intramural record time of 7:31.8 for the one and one-half mile run by about a yard.

Second in the meet by Dr. Hank Kennedy, who finished a strong third this time around.

Hobbs set a new intramural record time of 7:31.8 for the one and one-half mile course around the perimeter of the campus, more than two seconds better than last year's winning mark of 7:33.2. In addition, Hobbs led his ATO team to victory.

By the end of this month, the actual cross-country course only and steelwork will begin, according to campus planning spokesman Jim Schaefer. The building will be the first structure on any public university campus in Florida built using the time and money-saving systems method of construction.

HUMANITIES BUILDING

By the end of this month, the foundation of the Humanities and Fine Arts Building will be laid, the present contract will be out for bid, and steelwork will begin, according to campus planning spokesman James Schaefer. The building will be the first structure on any public university campus in Florida built using the time and money-saving systems method of construction.

As college football enters its last month of action, this upcoming week of football will certainly be one of the most crucial weeks of the season.

Important weekend games include Iowa State-Oklahoma, Florida-Auburn, Tennessee-Georgia, Stanford-UCLA, and of course Nebraska-Colorado.

The importance of the Nebraska-Colorado encounter may have diminished somewhat with Colorado's unexpected loss to Missouri last week. But the strength of Colorado is still there and the Buffaloes can possibly determine indirectly who will end the year as the No. 1 team in the nation, or at least in the Big Eight.

However, Nebraska is just too awesome. In the last four games, Nebraska has scored 201 points while giving up none (zero), if Nebraska keeps winning, Johnny Rodgers will have a good shot at the Heisman Trophy. And that's what's going to happen, Nebraska 51, Colorado 8.

Tennessee will out-defense a great Johnny Majors' Iowa State squad, 42-24, and out- offense a surprising Georgia team, 17-10.

In a big game that might decide who will be in the Rose Bowl, the Bruins will unleash a strong ground attack that will control the game, Karstie Johnson and James McAllister are the primary horses for UCLA.

In other games:

Air Force over Army; Alabama over Mississippi State; Arkansas State at Texas one 51, Pojoaque over Temple; Arizona over Texas A&M; Southern Cal over Washington State; SMU over Texas; Bowling Green over Ohio; Michigan over Indiana; Ohio State over Minnesota; Purdue over Michigan State; Memphis State over Wichita State; Temple over Fla. A&M; William & Mary over Davison.

The Great McCorkle Predicts The Sports

By Larry McCorkle

UCLA 28, Stanford 19

In a big game that might decide who will be in the Rose Bowl, the Bruins will unleash a strong ground attack that will control the game, Karstie Johnson and James McAllister are the primary horses for UCLA.

In other games:

Air Force over Army; Alabama over Mississippi State; Arkansas State at Texas 51, Pojoaque over Temple; Arizona over Texas A&M; Southern Cal over Washington State; SMU over Texas; Bowling Green over Ohio; Michigan over Indiana; Ohio State over Minnesota; Purdue over Michigan State; Memphis State over Wichita State; Temple over Fla. A&M; William & Mary over Davison.

FUTURE SHORTS

PASO; Texas A&M; Arkansas; Nebraska; Southern Cal; Washington State; SMU; Texas; Bowling Green; Ohio; Michigan; Indiana; Ohio State; Minnesota; Purdue; Michigan State; Memphis State; Wichita State; Temple; Florida A&M; William & Mary over Davidson.

BANDWAGON MUSIC CENTER'S GET ACQUAINTED SALE

Offered to FTU Students Only
10% to 30% Off on Most Items
GUITARS/AMPS/DRUMS/ALL ACCESSORIES
BAND INSTRUMENTS-PIANOS, ORGANS
Offer Good From Nov. 3-11

-Students Must Present ID Card-

ALSO

4 Private lessons for $8.00
AVAILABLE ON ALMOST ALL INSTRUMENTS

-COME BY AND SAY 'HELLO'-

SEMIORAN SHOPPING CENTER

406 at Aloma  Winter Park  678-0704

2518 E. Edgewater Dr.  Orlando Fla.  241-9587

FUTURE SHORTS

PASO; Texas A&M; Arkansas; Nebraska; Southern Cal; Washington State; SMU; Texas; Bowling Green; Ohio; Michigan; Indiana; Ohio State; Minnesota; Purdue; Michigan State; Memphis State; Wichita State; Temple; Florida A&M; William & Mary over Davidson.

BANDWAGON MUSIC CENTER'S GET ACQUAINTED SALE

Offered to FTU Students Only
10% to 30% Off on Most Items
GUITARS/AMPS/DRUMS/ALL ACCESSORIES
BAND INSTRUMENTS-PIANOS, ORGANS
Offer Good From Nov. 3-11

-Students Must Present ID Card-

ALSO

4 Private lessons for $8.00
AVAILABLE ON ALMOST ALL INSTRUMENTS

-COME BY AND SAY 'HELLO'-

SEMIORAN SHOPPING CENTER

406 at Aloma  Winter Park  678-0704

2518 E. Edgewater Dr.  Orlando Fla.  241-9587
Hurray! Soccer Squad Wins First!

Wrestlers Establish Weight Categories

By Fred Cay

Coach Gerry Gergley hopes to learn a good deal more about his young wrestling squad tomorrow morning when it faces Howard Community College in a pre-season scrimmage.

"It's hard to tell how good we are right now," Gergley said. "Our schedule is twice as tough as it is last year and it's going to take a lot of work to meet this schedule and be respectable. I think we can have a winning record, though, in spite of losing two state champs and a runner-up."

There are at least two or three contenders for most spots on the young wrestling squad tomorrow and it's going to take a lot of work to decide. Joe Yanovitch, at the age of 40, will be wrestling kids half his age, but Gergley is more than happy with the newcomers.

114-Pete Lockhart, third in last year's state meet, will be challenged by Elio Jenco, who sat out last year with a shoulder separation.

126-Elmer Pat Murphy, who wrestled here last year, or newcomer Scott Sherman will replace Walter Wilks, also state champion last year, who went back home to New York.

134-Dart Buecher, who worked out with the team last year but didn't wrestle, has no less than three competitors--Greg Lane, Ted Kemeny, and Ray Barwell, all new team members.

149-Pete Locha, third in last year's state meet, will be challenged by Elio Jenco, who sat out last year with a shoulder separation.

150-Dale Olson was the runnerup in last year's state collegiate meet, but like Allard, was called by Uncle Sam. However, two of the team's best athletes, Jim Williams from New York and Merit Island's John Thomas will view for his spot.

165-Roy Teets, Ben Cron, and Tony Gamble will all battle Jim Nisbett, last year's starter.

185-Timmy Herl, two-year man, will get his chance to be a starter but must face Marine veteran Voin Hammond to win the spot.

190-Dominick Masciotti, a top performer from last year, and Randy Jesse are contenders in this class.

After six straight losses, FTU's improving soccer team finally won its first game of the season, defeating JU last Saturday by a 4-2 score.

After falling behind 1-0 early in the game on a defensive lapse, FTU tied the game shortly before half time when captain Bob Stadman headed in a corner kick. With only 15 minutes gone in the second half, FTU took a 2-1 lead when Bill Ballance drilled a 30-yard shot over the keeper's head into the corner of the net.

Excellent passing and footwork by FTU's offense and a stout wall defense gradually wore down the visitors from Melbourne. Ken Lowe and Rod McDougal took advantage of defensive lapses to score the final two goals for FTU.

Coach Jim Rudy could not forward Charlie Campbell and goalie Allen Hall with exceptional performances. "Manny" Hall was sensational at goalie, making 16 saves, including six crucial one-on-one stops.

"We're on the road now," said Rudy after the game. "Our style and system of play is jelling now and we're ready for anyone."

As well as the Knights played on Saturday, they actually played better in a 3-0 loss to Rollins JV--at least in the eyes of Rudy.

"We played the ball with reaction, attitude, "Gerry Gergley hopes to have his heart and soul into the action this year and it's going to take a lot of work to make this happen."

POLL ALLIED who was drafted. He'll be challenged by Stuart Mahler, Jim McKenzie and Guy Raymond.

FTU's Doug Perry won individual honors, but FTU's golf team again led the field as best in last year's state college meet, but like Allard, was called by Uncle Sam. However, two of the team's best athletes, Jim Williams from New York and Merit Island's John Thomas will view for his spot.

165-Roy Teets, Ben Cron, and Tony Gamble will all battle Jim Nisbett, last year's starter.

185-Timmy Herl, two-year man, will get his chance to be a starter but must face Marine veteran Voin Hammond to win the spot.

190-Dominick Masciotti, a top performer from last year, and Randy Jesse are contenders in this class.

By Bill McGreal

Down 36-30, the Tech squad tied dispersion to regain its poise and polish in the singles matches in hopes of turning things around.

As the match progressed, it became evident that JU was applying pressure to the visiting FTU squad. When the individual bouts had ended, JU had moved to a 36-30 advantage for the 3-5 advantage for the singles matches. Tied toted together the score ended 42-35.

Octavio Piva, after saving seven match points, succumbed to JU's number one player, Dankelman, from Holland 31-30, 21-32, 25-36, Mike DeCaro, having won his first set 26-30 could not hang on and dropped the next two 32-20, 32-18. As number three, Craig Linton within a hair of taking sets and the match but he also lost 28-31, 28-31.

In the 4th, 5 postitions J.U. proved

(Continued on Page 15)
Flag Independents Finish
Tied For Runner-Up Spot

Powell's and the Bombers wound up in a second-place tie at 6-3 in the Independent division, while TKE and SAII played Wednesday afternoon to decide the runner-up fraternity squad in the final week of Intramural men's flag football. Wednesday's championship contest between ATO and Faculty-Staff and Students climaxed the grid season.

FS & S, already assured of a spot in the title game, went a step further and made it an undefeated season, whipping TKE II, 24-12. Rick Mills grabbed two scoring passes from John Davis. Ken Renner and Hugh Martin also scored for the winners.

Mafia nailed down fourth place with a hard-fought 20-13 decision over 23. God's Children and TKE II battled Wednesday, finishing their respective seasons.

Norm & Millie's
The Deli
331 W. Fairbanks Winter Park 641-7318
• Eat In or Take Out •
Kosher Delicatessen • Smoked & Pickled Fish
Milie's Home Style Cooking featuring Friday "Traditional" Dinner. Khasha to Compost

Billie Roper's Drive Inn
Just North of Traffic light in Oviedo across from Western Auto.

Phone Orders — 365-5881

Chicken — Shrimp
Bar-B-Q — Fish — Hamburger
Thick Shakes — Frozen Custard

Dr. J. Boydstun at Winter Garden Caf. Public Course scored holes-in-one in the 18th and 17th holes.

Campus Clangses
Placment Schedule
The Placement Center, AD 226, has announced the following schedule for job interviews: Monday-General Telephone Co., open to accounting majors and those with marketing majors; Tuesday-Arthur Andersen & Co., open to accounting majors; Wednesday-Adams & Co., open to accounting majors; Thursday-Pratt & Whitney, open to accounting majors and those with the M.B.A. degree.

Soccer

Three-way match last Monday at Cypress Creek.
Rollins team totaled 563, nipping FTU with 313. FTU was far behind with 136.

Perry was medalist with par 72. They now have and is confident that they are heading into the six trophies.

Sunday to play Emory-Rich. The Deli

A Unique Boutique Men & Women
140 W. Fairbanks Winter Park

Lego Kottke in Concert

Free to Ftu Students
On Rollins College Campus in the Rollins Fieldhouse
TOMORROW NIGHT (November 4) at 8pm — BE SURE TO TAKE F.T.U. ID CARD

Florida in Gainesville this weekend.

Team captain, Harvey Newton bought an orange shirt with which has beaten FTU by one point in the Collegiate State Management last weekend.

Two Iliffes, Sheridan Bect and Joseph Font, will be competing in their first official match.

Competition will consist of the following: the 2,000 and the 4,000 yard.

The weightlifters competing in the meet will include those from Liberty and Southeast Coast Corp., open to all majors.

Two-way-Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., open to all majors; also Montgomery Ward, open to accounting majors; also Montgomery Ward, open to accounting majors and those with the M.B.A. degree.

Thursday—Olson & Assoc./Realtors, open to all majors; also, Pratt & Whitney, open to accounting majors, and those with the M.B.A. degree and with an M.S. degree in Business Administration.

The Making Of

Dr. J. Boydstun at Winter Garden Caf. Public Course scored holes-in-one in the 18th and 17th holes.

Dr. J. Boydstun at Winter Garden Caf. Public Course scored holes-in-one in the 18th and 17th holes.

Great Expectations
A Unique Boutique Men & Women
140 W. Fairbanks Winter Park
We Have the Largest Student Quarters Available Now! No Waiting!

ALL BRAND NEW UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS

Directly Opposite Main Entrance FTU

PHONE (305)
273-2720
831-1222

1 Bedroom Furnished Apartment $90 A MONTH EACH PERSON, BASED ON 2 OCCUPANTS PER APARTMENT

2 Bedroom Furnished Apartment $70 A MONTH EACH PERSON, BASED ON 4 OCCUPANTS PER APARTMENT.
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